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The global calculus of pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with cylindrical 
ends is developed to study the higher indices of elliptic boundary value problems. 
The higher index theorem is then proved by employing the asymptotic symbolic 
calculus of the global pseudodifferential operators based on a scaling similar to that 
of Getzler. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let MO be a compact smooth manifold with boundary N and interior 9. 
The Atiyah-Bott index theorem (cf. [l]) for elliptic boundary value 
problems computes the analytic index from the topological data, a 
K-theory class in K”(BMo, J&U,), associated to the elliptic boundary 
problem. Here BM, is the unit ball bundle of 1M,, with respect o a Rieman- 
nian metric and aBM, = SC2 u BN is the boundary of BM,. The work of 
Boutet de Monvel (cf. [4]) then enables one to define two index maps 
i,, i,: K’(BM,, i?BM,) + Z, 
the analytic and the topological indices. The Atiyah-Bott theorem then 
essentially asserts that i, = i,. 
In this paper, we extend the Atiyah-Bott theorem to a higher index 
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theorem in the spirit of Connes and Moscovici (cf. [5]). In order to avoid 
the difficulty caused by the boundary, we work with the manifold 
M= M0 uN (Nx [0, co)), obtained by attaching a cylinder along the 
boundary of MO. It is interesting to note that this technique has been 
employed in [2] to study global boundary problems while we use it to 
study local boundary problems. To state the main result of the paper, note 
that we have the natural isomorphism 
KO( BMO) MM,) z KO( TM, TM\Q), (1.1) 
where TM is the cotangent bundle of M identified with the tangent bundle 
via a Riemannian metric. For any cohomology class [@I E R2y(Mo), the 
Alexander-Spanier cohomology, the higher indices 
Indr@, : K”( 734, TM\Q) + C 
are defined in such a way that when [@I = [ 11, Indr,, coincides with i, 
under the identification (1.1) above. Then we will use the heat equation 
method to obtain the main result of the paper: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let [o] E K’(TM, TM\Q) and [rp] E If2y(Mo). Then 
where Y(M) = Todd( TMQ C) is the index class of M and I$ is the Thorn 
isomorphism. 
Note that the class [@I is also identified with its image in 824(M) via 
the deformation retract M + MO. We remark that this theorem reduces to 
the Connes-Moscovici higher index theorem if the class [@I is actually 
supported inside 52, i.e., the support of [@I is away from the boundary. 
Thus in this sense, the theorem above is an extension of the Connes- 
Moscovi higher index theorem. If MO is noncompact, but [@I E pjfY(Mo), 
the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact supports, then the result 
continues to hold. Note again that [@I is not required to be supported 
away from the boundary. 
The construction of the higher indices relies on the calculus of global 
pseudodifferential operators developed in [lo]. A brief review of this 
calculus is given in the first section. In particular, there is a short exact 
sequence 
where X is the algebra of compact operators on L’(M) and 9, is the 
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norm closure in g(L’(M)) of the algebra of global pseudodifferential 
operators of order 0 on A4. Thus 9, is an extention of C(aBM,) by the 
algebra of compact operators X. With this exact sequence, the construc- 
tion of the higher indices follow the algebraic recipe of the construction of 
the connecting map in K-theory for C*-algebras (cf. [5, 31). We remark 
that the global nature of the pseudodifferential calculus plays an important 
role here. 
In order to prove the higher index theorem, the “localization” property 
can be used to reduce the general theorem to the computation of the 
indices of the perturbed Dirac operators of the form 
where $9, is the Dirac operator acting on spinors A @E with coefficients in 
the bundle E, x0 is the normal coordinate on Nx [0, co) and 
UEWC EnWIN, {oj)) 
is a self-adjoint unitary potential independent of the normal coordinate. We 
point out that the perturbed Dirac operators play the role played by the 
Dirac operators for a compact manifold without boundary. The Dirac 
operators are not globally elliptic while the perturbed Dirac operators are 
globally elliptic. Then the asymptotic symbolic calculus developed in [lo], 
which is a modified version of Getzler’s calculus (cf. [S, 6]), is applied to 
compute the analytic indices for the operators L. 
We also remark that, with the method developed in this paper, it is not 
hard to obtain the higher r-index theorem parallel to that of [S]. But 
because of the lack of applications, we have not pursued this direction 
seriously. 
Now we give a brief description of the sections of the paper. After the 
basics of the theory of global pseudodifferential operators are recalled in te 
first section, the higher analytic indices Indcs, are defined for cohomology 
classes represented by Alexander-Spanier cohomology in the second sec- 
tion, where the higher McKean-Singer formula is proved also. In the third 
section, we first recall in detail the asymptotic symbolic calculus developed 
in [lo] which is crucial for the computation of the higher indices for 
perturbed Dirac operators. The proof of the main theorem of the paper 
then concludes the section. 
2. GLOBAL PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let M, be a compact oriented manifold with boundary aA4, = N with a 
metric which is a product near the boundary N. Let M be the manifold 
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obtained by attaching the cylinder Nx [0, co) along the boundary N, M= 
M0 u N (N x [0, co)). In this section, we recall the global calculus of 
pseudodifferential operators on M and some basic properties of the 
pseudodifferential operators, namely, the L*-estimates of pseudodifferential 
operators, the global ellipticity, and the Fredholm property of globally 
elliptic operators. The details of the proof can be found in [lo] where the 
calculus was developed. 
2.1. THE CALCULUS OF PDOs 
To establish the calculus of pseudodifferential operators (PDOs), we 
have to describe the space of symbols and operators. The calculus will use 
the product structure on the end N x (0, co ). Thus a point at this end will 
be denoted by x=(x’, x0), where x0 is the normal coordinate on 
N x (0, co). The unit outward normal vector field is then denoted by 
a/dx, = e, while the vector field tangent to N is denoted by X’. Similarly a 
cotangent vector is denoted by 5 = (c’, To). All vector bundles on M are 
assumed to be hermitian and endowed with a unitary connection; we also 
assume that the bundle restricted to the end N x (0, co) is identified with 
the pullback of its restriction to N x (0). The vector bundles on M are 
denoted by the letters E, F, G, and so on. 
Basically, a symbol of order m is classical symbol of type Sy, subjected 
to certain growth conditions as x0 -+ co. This is described on N x (0, cg ). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function p(x, r) E rm( TM; Hom( E, F)) is said to be 
a symbol of order m on M if it is a symbol of order m in the classical sense 
and on the end N x (0, co ), it satisfies the condition 
Ix;x;-..xb(a’/axb)(aalagax) pw, x0; 5’, 5o)l 
wll Kl ... Ix;1 
Q C,(l + IQ* + \X,12)‘“~ lx’ ~-‘J’*, (2.1) 
where the Xi’s are vector fields on N and C = C(k, 1, ~1) is a constant. The 
space of symbols of order m from E to F is denoted by S”‘(E, F). 
This definition can be described easily in terms of the Weyl calculus of 
[7]. More specifically, let g be the metric on TM defined by 
l&l* ldx12@ 1 + 1512 on TM, 
gb, 0 = 
ld5’12 
(2.2) 
WI*@ 1+ (,y12 Idxol*+ Mot* 
@ 1 + lxo12 + 1501’ 
on T(Nx [0, co)) 
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and a, E C “(TM) be defined by 
(I+ 1512P2 on TM, 
(1+ ({‘(2+ (&J2+ IXolZ)m’2 on T(Nx [0, co)). (2.3) 
With the choice of the metric g and the function c1,, the space of symbols 
simply becomes the space S(CL,, g) defined by Hiirmander, and this is the 
basic motivation of our choice of Yp”(E, I;). All the basic formal properties 
for the symbols hold. For example, the products of symbols are again 
symbols and symbols admit asymptotic expansion. 
In order to define the space of pseudodifferential operators, we introduce 
the appropriate function space first. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The space of Schwartz functions on M with values in 
E, denoted by 9’(M; E), is defined to be 
.Y(M; E)= (j-d”(M; E)J IX; -.X#‘/dx;)f(x’, x,,)l 
<CCkrlV(l + [xJ~)-~, VNEN) (2.4) 
The space of Schwartz functions and its dual space Y’(M, E) are the 
spaces the pseudodifferential operators act on. In order to define an 
operator Op(p) any symbol p E Ym(E, F) acting on the space of Schwartz 
functions on M, we fix a cut-off function tl(x, y) E C “(M x M) satisfying 
the following: 
1. CI = 1 on a neighborhood of the diagonal of M x M. 
2. exp: TM + M x M is a diffeomorphism onto Supp(a) c M x M. 
3. a(x’, x,; y’, y,) = a(x’, 0; y’, 0) vx, y, 2 0. 
Note. The third condition simply means that there is no cut-off in the 
(x,, ye)) directions on (Nx (0, co)) x (Nx (0, co)). This will not vilate the 
second condition above since the metric on Nx (0, co) is a product. Let 
T~(x, y) be the parallel transport of the bundle E along the shortest 
geodesic from y to x. Then the following notation will be used: 
aA4 Y) = 4x3 Y) TAX, VI. 
Let p E Y”(E, F) be a symbol of order m; we then define 
Op(p): cY(M; E) + Y(M; F) 
by the formula (cf. [ 63) 
W(p) f(x) = WI-” f,, e -;‘y,~>p(x, 0 a,(x, y) f(y) dy &, (2.5) 
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where f E Y(M; E) is any Schwartz function. With this definition, it is 
easily shown that for any symbol p E Ym(E, F), the operator 
Op(p): ,4p(M; E) + Y(M; F) (2.6) 
is continuous and moreover, if p E Y- “(E, F), then the distributional 
kernel Kp of Op(p) is in the Schwartz space of M x M. 
A linear continuous operator 
A: Y(M; E) + Y(M; F) 
is said to be smoothing if its distributional kernel K, is in the Schwartz 
space of it4 x M. Then the set of pseudodifferential operators of order m 
from E to F, denoted by OP Ypm(E, F), is defined to be the set of operators 
of the form Op(p) + A, where p E Y”(E, F) and A is a smoothing operator. 
Thus, by definition, 
OP Yp”(E, F) = {Op(p) + A( p E Ym(E, F) and A smooting}. (2.7) 
Thus OP Y - “( E, F) coincides with the space of smoothing operators. For 
operators in OP Y”(E, F) the symbol map cr is defined as follows: 
o(P)(x, 4) v = qe i-,‘J%E(y, x) u)l,.=. Vu E E,y. (2.8) 
It can be shown that for any P E OP Y”(E, F), o(P) E Y”(E, F). Further- 
more we have 
oPoo=zloP~m(E,F) (mod OP Y’- ‘(E, F)) 
OooP=zl,m,,,, (mod Y”-‘(E, F)) 
(2.9) 
A priori, this calculus depends on the choice of the cut-off function M, but 
it is easily seen that different choices of cut-off functions gives the same 
calculus as they differ only by smoothing operators and symbols. This 
calculus of pseudodifferential operators enjoys most of the properties as the 
classical calculus does. The space of pseudodifferential operators forms an 
algebra under operator composition, and the adjoints of a pseudodifferen- 
tial operator is again a pseudodifferential operator. 
2.2. The L2-Estimates of PDOs 
Here we discuss the simplest L2-estimates of pseudodifferential operators 
which will be sufficient to establish the basic properties of the index. 
We introduce the Sobolev spaces on M which reflect the growth 
behavior at infinity of M. Consider a,(x, 5) = (1 + lrl2 + l~~l*)~‘* E 
Y(E, E), then of course we have ,4, dzf Op(a,) E OP 9’“(E, E). Then one 
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defines the Sobolev spaces H,(E) = H,(M; E) to be the spaces of distribu- 
tions u in Y’(M; E) for which A,(u) E L’(M; E). Thus 
H,(E) zf (UE Y’(M; E) ( A,(u) E L2(M; E)}. (2.10) 
One can define a pre-Hilbert space structure on H,(E) as in the case 
when A4 is compact. Thus let {Q,, . . . . Q,} cP’(E, E) be a set of 
generators of the C,“(M)-module of differential operators of order less or 
equal to p, where p is an integer such that p > s and 
C,“(M)= (UE Crn(M)( lap~p(x’, XJ < C,#(l + ~x,~~)-“2tlz}. 
Since we have A,A_, =I+ Op(r) with r ESP-‘(E, E), let L, be the 
operator satisfying 
i=oo 
L, = Op(a-,) c (-Op(r))‘E OP .4p-“(E, E). 
i=O 
In other words, it is a parametrix of A,, A,L, = Z+ R,, R,E 
OP Y - “(E, E). Then for any U, v E H,(E), one defines an inner product on 
H,(E) by 
i=k 
(~9 0)s = <Asu> AsV> + C (QiRsU, QiRsu>. (2.11) 
i=l 
It is then shown in [IO] (see [S] also) that the space H,(E) is complete 
with the inner product ( ., . ),. The L*-estimates of global pseudodifferential 
operators can be summarized in the following 
THEOREM 2.3. Let a E Y”(E, F) be a symbol of order m; then we have 
1. Op(a) extends to a bounded operator as follows: 
OP(~): H,(E) -+ H,-,(F) VSE R’. 
2. If E > 0, then the following is a compact operator Qs E R’. 
Opta): Hs(E)+Hs-,-,(F). 
3. If E > n + 3, then the following is a trace class operator Vs E R’. 
Op(a): H,(E) -, H,- m - A0 
COROLLARY 2.4. The Sobolev spaces H,,,(E) can be characterized 
follows: 
as 
H,,,(E) = { 1.4 E Y’(M; E) ( Op(a) u E L2(M; E) VaeP’(E, E)}. (2. 12) 
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COROLLARY 2.5. The following imbedding is a compact operator YE > 0: 
Hs + tiEI 4 H,(E) VSE R’. (2.13) 
2.3. Global Ellipticity and Fredholm Operators 
It is well known that on a compact manifold, elliptic pseudodifferential 
operators are Fredholm and this is no longer true on non-compact 
manifolds. For M as before, the appropriate “ellipticity” condition, the 
global ellipticity which takes the “copy of N at infinity” of M into account 
was introduced in [lo]. It is shown that globally elliptic pseudodifferential 
operators are Fredholm and hence their indices are defined. We begin with 
the ellipticity. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A symbol a E JY(E, F) is said to be globally elliptic if 
there exists b E Y -“(F, E) such that ab - 1 E 9’ - ‘(F, F). An operator 
Op(a) E OP YSpm(E, F) is said to be globally elliptic if a E Y”(E, F) is 
globally elliptic. 
Since global ellipticity is the only ellipticity condition that we will use, 
we will simply refer to this as ellipticity from now on. Sometimes we use 
both global ellipticity and ellipticity to mean the same. Evidently, the ellip- 
ticity is not changed by a perturbation of a lower order symbol. In analogy 
to the classical ellipticity, we have 
THEOREM 2.7. Let a E Y”(E, F). Then the following are equivalent: 
1. The symbol a is elliptic. 
2. There exists b’ E 5fp-“(F, E) so that 
Op(a)Op(b’)-ZEOPY--“(F, F). (2.14) 
3. There exists b” E Y -“‘(F, E) so that 
Op(b”) Op(a) - IE OP Y’+“(E, E). (2.15) 
Furthermore, a determines b’ mod Y - n; (F, E), i.e., b’ - b” E 9’ - “(F, E). 
From the L2-estimates, pseudodifferential operators of order 0 are 
bounded on the Hilbert space L*(M). Let PM denote the norm closure of 
the algebra of 0th order scalar pseudodifferential operators in SY(L*(M)) 
and X the algebra of compact operators on L*(M). Denote by BM,, the 
unit ball bundle of the manifold M,. Then dBM, = Ss2 u BN, where SSZ is 
the unit sphere bundle of the interior of M,. With these notations, we have 
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THEOREM 2.8. The following is a short exact sequence of C*-algebras: 
o--+ XA L&A c(aBMo)- 0. (2.16) 
Here C(aBM,) is the algebra of continuous functions on 8BMo and the map 
a is the restriction of the symbols onto the boundary of the unit ball bundle 
aBM,. 
In the theorem above, the notation (T means, on pseudodifferential 
operators, the restrictions of the symbols to C(aBM,). This theorem is the 
basis for the construction of the analytic indices. In particular, it implies 
that globally elliptic operators (of order 0) are Fredholm since they are 
invertible modulo compact operators. Later we will see that the definition 
of the higher analytic indices uses this theorem in a fundamental way. 
The result which makes the heat equation proof of the index theorem 
possible states that the spectrum of a positive self-adjoint elliptic operator 
of order m > 0 is discrete and tends to infinity polynomially. Thus for a self- 
adjoint globally elliptic differential operator P of order 2m, one can 
develop the functional calculus for t*“P as in [9]. More exactly, let Y0 be 
the space of Schwartz functions on the real line admitting a holomorphic 
extension to a domain containing the real line. Then the operator f(t”“P) 
is defined via the spectral theorem for any f E Y& The techniques of [9] 
can be modified to obtain the following (see also [lo]): 
LEMMA 2.9 For f and P as above, t > 0, the operator f(t*“P) is 
Hilbert-Schmit (actually trace class) and its Hilbert-Schmit norm satisfies 
Ilf(tZmP)Ilrfs~ Ct-p as t-+0+, (2.17) 
where u is a constant depending on the order of P and the dimension of M 
only. 
We conclude this section with the remark on the possibility of localizing 
the distributional kernels of pseudodifferential operators near the diagonal 
of Mx M. This turns out to be false because of the global nature of the 
calculus. The correct partial localization can be obtained by replacing the 
diagonal by a larger set. Thus let Z be the subset of ii4 x A4 defined by 
z= ((4 X)lX~Mo) u {( xo, x’; Y,, x’)lx’~N xo, you CO, co,>. (2.18) 
Then for any open neighborhood U of Z in Mx A4, the operators Op(p) 
can be chosen in such a way that their distributional kernels KJx, y) are 
supported inside U. This can be achieved by choosing the cut-off function 
a carefully so that 
Supp( Lx) C u. 
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Thus we have “almost” localization around the set Z. This remark turns 
out to be important in the construction of the higher indices. 
3. THE HIGHER ANALYTIC INDICES 
Let M, be the manifold with boundary; with the calculus of pseudodif- 
ferential operators recalled in the previous section, the construction of the 
higher analytic indices parallels that of [S] with only slight modifications. 
For any cohomology class of M,, one chooses an appropriate repre- 
sentative of it in the Alexander-Spanier cohomology and the higher index 
pairing is constructed using this version of cohomology. 
3.1. The Alexander-Spanier Cohomology 
We start with a brief review of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology most 
of which can be found in [S]. In dealing with manifolds with boundary, in 
particular in the passage to the noncompact manifold M obtained by 
attaching a cylinder along the boundary N, some modifications are needed 
for the construction of the higher index maps. 
Let P(X), q 2 0, be the vector space of all functions q from X4 + ’ to C 
where X is a topological space. A coboundary map 6: P(X) -+ Cqt ‘(X) is 
defined by the formula 
q+l 
(i$)(xO, . ..) xq+‘)= c (-l)i(p(xO, . ..) xi-‘, XI+‘, . ..) xq+‘), (3.1) 
i=O 
and C*(X) = (Cq(X), 6) is a cochain complex over C. The subcomplex 
Co*(X) of “locally zero” cochains on X is defined by claiming that a cochain 
cp is locally zero if and only if there is an open cover 42 of X such that cp 
vanishes on the neighborhood aq+ ’ = U UEB Uq+ ’ of the qth diagonal 
of X4+ I. The quotient complex C*(X) = {C4(X), S}, where cq(X) = 
Cq(X)/Cg(X), is the Alexander-Spanier complex of X with coefficients in C 
and its cohomology R*(X) is called the Alexander-Spanier cohomology of 
X with coefficients in C. 
For a smooth manifold X, it is shown [S] that n*(X) can be computed 
by either C”-cochains or Bore1 cochains and R*(X) s H&(X), where 
H&(X) is the.Rham cohomology of X with coefficients in C. Furthermore 
it is shown in [S] that R*(X) can be computed by the subcomplexes 
C,+(X), C,*(X) and C:(X) with the notations being identical to that of [S]. 
Let MO be a manifold with boundary N and M the manifold 
(without boundary) obtained by attaching the cylinder N x [0, 00) along 
the boundary N. In order to define the higher index pairing of a class 
[(p] E R*(M,) with a K-theory element in K,(C(asM,)) via global 
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pseudodifferential operators on M, we need to extend cp to M in a 
canonical way. This can be done by extending cp constant along the normal 
coordinates xi, . . . . xd + ’ in Mq + ’ \M; + ’ and the “locally zero” condition 
can be translated to a similar condition on Mq+ r. Since we will deal with 
smooth cochains only, we look at the situation in more detail. Thus let & 
be the algebra of functions on M, smooth up to the boundary all of whose 
normal derivatives of positive order vanish on the boundary N. Then d is 
canonically identified with the algebra of smooth functions on M which is 
independent of the normal coordinate x0 on the cylinder Nx [0, co). 
Consider now the complex 
where C:(M) = d @ ... @d (q + 1 times). The subscript e means to 
extend to M. Then C,*(M) is a subcomplex of C*(M,). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The cohomology of the complex C,*(M) is equal to 
R*(M,) with the obvious identifications. 
ProoJ The proof is identical to showing that A*(M,) can be computed 
by C”-cochains or Bore1 cochains. 
Remarks. (a) With the obvious notations, we have the subcomplexes 
C&(M), C&(M) and C:,(M) and each of these can be used to compute 
R*(M,). 
(b) A cochain cp is in C:(M) n C,9(M,, means that cp is smooth and 
can be extended to Mq+’ as a smooth function qe independent of the 
normal coordinates x& . . . . x4+ 1 Furthermore, the “locally zero” condition 0 .
(on MO) implies that there is an open cover 42 of M,, such that cp vanishes 
on aq+‘. From the cover 42, one constructs an open cover 
se= {u,=uu(unN)x [O, co)pKk%!). 
Then the extended qe vanishes on the neighborhood 42:” of the closed 
subset Zq+’ of My+‘, 
zq+ l 2 {(x, . . . . X)~XEMo}u{(x~,x’;...;x~+l,x’)~X’EN;X;EIO,OO)}. 
This is the kind of “locally zero” condition that we need in order to define 
the higher index maps via global pseudodifferential operators on M. 
(c) For M0 noncompact, the Alexander-Spanier cohomology of M, 
with compact supports, R,*(M,), can be defined similarly and one can use 
the subcomplexes discussed above with the additional condition on the 
supports of the cochains to compute RF(M,,). When using the extended 
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complexes, C,*(M) for example, the cochains can be taken as extensions of 
compactly supported cochains on MO. The extended cochains will in 
general have noncompact support being constant along the normal 
directions. 
3.2. The Higher Indices 
In order to define the higher analytic indices for elliptic operators (sym- 
bols), recall that we have an short exact sequence (2.16) of C*-algebras 
o- xx L&/L C(aBMo)- 0, 
where ZM is the norm closure of the algebra of 0th order pseudodifferential 
operators. This sequene induces a six term exact sequence of K-theory 
Kl(W 
I 
7 Kl(zz) -y-+ Kl(c(aBMo)) 
P 
0 
I 
Ko(c(aBMo)) A &(9&f) A K,(x) 
where one of the two connecting maps is trivial since K,(X) = 0. The other 
connecting map 8 gives the analytic index map 
Ind,: KE( TM) -+ 2 
after the identification K,( C(BBM,)) z Kz( TM). Thus the standard 
algebriac construction of the connecting map in K-theory leads to the 
following definition of the analytic index for an elliptic symbol (operator). 
Let A be an globally elliptic operator on M with symbol a E Y”(E, F) 
and parametrix B. Put So=I- BA ~0p Y-“(E) and S1 =I-ABE 
Op Yeao(F). Then the operator 
L= so 
-B-SOB 
A Sl > 
E op YO(E@ F) (3.2) 
defines a lift of ii = (i “0’ ). The connecting map is then defined by a[a] = 
[P] - [e], where P and e are idempotents (cf. [S]), 
P=L 1, 0 
( > 
o o L-l, e= i I”, . 
( > 
If one puts R=P-eEOpY-m(E@F), then one has 
Index(A)=Tr(Si)-Tr(S:)=Tr(R). 
This explains why a is regarded as the analytic index map. 
5RO.:IO3’1-12 
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Now we can follow the recipe given in [S] to construct the higher index 
maps. Thus for q E C:(M) and A’, . . . . Aq c Op Y”-“(E), define 
W(AO, . . . . A41 
=F’)q/Mr+, tr(A”(xo, x1) A’(x’, x~)-..A~(x~, x0)) c~(xO, . . . . xq), 
where A’(x’, xi+‘) is the distribution kernel of the operator 
A’ E Op Y-“(E). Since the operators are smoothing, their kernels are in 
the Schwartz spaces; thus the integral above is absolutely convergent. 
Analogous to that of [S], for cp E C:,,(M), r(q) is a cyclic cochain on the 
algebra Op 9 - “(E), i.e., 
1. z(ql)(A’, . . . . Aq, IlO) = (- 1)” r(cp)(AO, A’, . ..) Aq) 
2. 7: C~,(M) + C,*(Op Y”-“(E)) is a homomorphism of complexes; 
in other words, 
Ncp) = Wcp), (3.3) 
where b is the cyclic coboundary operator 
3. if rp E C&(M), then 
W(AO +s”, *a., Aq +fq) = z(cp)(AO, . .. . Aq) V’E f(M; End(E)). 
Now we are in a position to define the higher index maps. Thus for a 
cocycle q EZ~,,(M), that is, cp E Cg “(44) and Srp E C&,(M), UE 9”(E, F) 
an elliptic symbol, let L be a lift of ‘d such that the kernel of L vanishes in 
a small neighborhood of Z c M x M whose precise “size” is specified by the 
vanishing neighborhood of 6~. Put 
P,=L 
Then the higher index is defined to be 
Ind,(a) Ef z(rp)(R,, . . . . RL) 
= (-l)qs,q+, tr(R,(x’, x’) ..-(R,(xq, x0)) cp(x’, . . . . x9). 
For q odd, this is always zero. Thus from now on, we assume q is even 
and replace it by 2q. In order to verify that this definition is independent 
of the choice of L, one follows the same strategy as in [S]. But one has to 
be more careful since the cyclic cochain t(q) is only defined for smoothing 
operators while the analogue of it in [S] was defined for all pseudodifferen- 
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tial operators. In place of the homotopy lemma for a path of idempotents, 
we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P, be a piecewise Cl-path of idempotents such that the 
path of “remainders” R, = P,s-e is smoothing for all SE [0, 11. Then 
z(cp)(P1, .“> P,) -$cp)(Po, ...> Po)=(q+l)S1r(S~)(T.s, P s,..., P,)ds, 
0 
where cp E Cz.,, and T, = (1 - 2P,)(d/ds) P,. 
Proof. The extra conditions imply that z(cp)(P,, . . . . P,) is defined as 
long as q E Cg,, and R, = P, - e E Op Y-“(E). In fact, we have, as a result 
of cp E c:,,,tm 
$cp)(P,, ..‘> P,) = $cp)(R,, . . . . R,). 
The rest of the proof is the same as in [S]. 
To prove the independence of Ind,(a) on the choice of the lift L, let Lo, 
L, be two lifts of ii such that the corresponding Ri are smoothing. Then by 
the uniqueness of the parametrices modulo smoothing operators for 
globally elliptic operators, L, - L, E Op YP”(E@ F). We now replace Li 
and the corresponding Pi by 
The advantage of this is that one has the famous path of idempotent 
(cf. [3]) connecting PO and P,. Thus let J, be the path of invertibles given 
by the formula 
Where u, = (~0s ~~12 sinW2 S,nns,2 cosns,2). Then the fact that Lo-L, ~0p Y-“(EOF) 
implies that 
J,-zEOpY-“((EOF)O(EOF)). 
Now the idempotents fii are connected by the path 
r;, = J,poJ, ‘. 
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From the considerations above, we see that 
R,=P,- 
Thus the result of Lemma 3.2 applies. The independence is then the result 
of the closedness of cp, i.e., &p = 0. 
With the same kind of care taken when applying Lemma 3.2, the 
argumens of [S] can be repeated to give 
THEOREM 3.3. For any cp E Cz,qv(M), z(q) induces a homomorphism 
Ind,: K”( TM, TM\&?) --f C, (3.4) 
where 12 is the interior of MO. Furthermore, this homomorphism depends only 
on the cohomology class [@I E R2q(M0) represented by cp E Cz,q”(M). 
Since these indices depend only on the cohomology class [@I E R2q(Mo), 
we use the notation Indt,,(-) to denote them. In order to compute te 
higher indices using the heat equation method, we need to relate these 
[@]-indices to the heat operators. This is the content of the higher version 
of the McKean-Singer formula. To state it, note that since Kz(TM) z 
K’(TM, TM\s;Z) is generated, modulo 2-torsions by signature type 
operators, it suffices to treat the case for differential operators. 
Thus let DE OP Y”(E, F) be an elliptic differential operator. The idem- 
potent of A. Wasserman is given by the formula 
! 
e-D*D 
W(D)= 
e--(1,2)D*D (z-;;;*D)“’ D* 
. eC(“2)DD* Z- eeDD* 
! 
Then the following is the higher version of the McKean-Singer formula: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let W(t) = W(tD), W’(t)= W(tD)-eEOp Y-“(EOF), 
fpr any t > 0. Then for any 40 E Z:,(M), one has 
$cp)( W(t), .*., W’(t)) = Indt@,(D) + O(tm). (3.5) 
Proof The same proof of [S] can be applied here if one replaces the 
use of the homotopy of idempotents in [S] by Lemma 3.2 and the result 
of Widom on families of pseudodifferential operators by Lemma 1.9. 
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Remark. If cp = 1 E Z:,,(M), then IndCG1(D) becomes the index of the 
operator D, i.e., the difference of the dimensions of the kernel and the 
cokernel. Using the result of Boutet de Monvel (cf. [4]), it is shown in 
[lo] that the index using globally elliptic operators is equivalent to the 
index map defined via elliptic boundary problems. More precisely, the 
following diagram is shown to be commutative: 
KO(BM,, al4,)” KO( TM, TM\sz) 
Here i, is the analytic index of Atiyah and Bott. Thus the higher indices we 
defined here are generalizations of the index for elliptic boundary problems 
in the spirit of Connes and Moscovici and the higher index theorem to be 
proved in the next section then includes the Atiyah-Bott theorem as a 
special case. 
4. THE INDEX FORMULA 
To prove the higher index theorem on a manifold without boundary 
(cf. [S]), it suffices to compute the indices for the Dirac with coefficients on 
an even dimensional spin manifold. Similar arguments given in [lo] show 
that the determination of the higher indices defined in the previous section 
for the manifold M0 with boundary N via globally elliptic operators on the 
manifold M is a result of the computation of the indices of the following 
two types of operators: 
1. Globally elliptic pseudodifferential operators of order 0 on M 
which is equal to 1 on the end N x [0, 00 ). 
2. The perturbed Dirac operators (to be defined below) on the odd 
dimensional spin manifold A4. 
For operators of the first type, one can take the double of MO along the 
boundary N to reduce the problem to one on a manifold without boundary. 
This is possible since the operator coincides with 1 on N x [0, co ). Thus 
one can now apply the Connes-Moscovici higher index theorem. Therefore 
the higher index problem on manifolds with boundary reduces to the com- 
putation of the indices for the so-called perturbed Dirac operators. In this 
section, we apply the asymptotic symbolic calculus developed in [lo, 
Chap. IV] to compute the indices for such operators. 
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4.1. The Asymptotic Symbolic Calculus 
First we recall in detail the asymptotic symbolic calculus developed in 
[lo]. Since M is odd dimensional, the bundle of spinors is ungraded. To 
use the Z-grading formalism which has proven to be very convenient in the 
index computations, consider 
where C, is the Clifford algebra with one generator c1 such that c? = 1. S 
is equipped with the natural &-graded Cr-module structure and we have 
the isomorphism (cf. [lo]) 
A*(M)@End(E)zEnd,,(S) 
as &-graded Cl-algebras, where End,,(S) is the algebra of C,-linear 
endomorphisms on S. Under this identification, an E-valued form 
o = me” + cPdd acts on S via the following formula 
where the action of a form on a spinor is ,given by the Clifford multiplica- 
tion. 
With the above isomorphism, the pointwise supertrace tr,( .) on 
End.,(S) defined by the formula 
tr,(u + 0~1) zf tr(u) 
amounts to taking the top component in A”‘+‘(M) with an appropriate 
constant multiple (cf. [ 10 J). More exactly, we have 
tr,(o)(x) = $ cJ2n + I)(X), 
where the top degree component of w(x) is given by mczn+ ‘j(x) d vol(x). 
Following the first section, one can now develop the calculus of C,-linear 
pseudodifferential operators on the bundle of C,-modules S. Because of the 
isomorphism above, one can take the symbol space A*(M) @ End(E). The 
spinors can now be incorporated by changing the filtration of the symbols. 
First, note that 
Y”“(SO E, SC3 EL, =~““(TM)~~~SZb*O,~End(E), 
where a,* is the space of forms on M defined by 
f2,*= {oEi2*(M)I l~?~~a~~o(x’, x,)1 <C(l+ 1~,1~)+~onNx (0, co)}. 
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The change of filtrations of the symbols now amounts to the choice of 
symbols of order m by 
2n+ I 
I++“(E)= c {9’m-r@Q’JN)@End(E) 
j=O 
@Y”-j-‘@(Q’,(N)@Qj,(O, co))@End(E)), (4.1) 
where 9”’ is the space of scalar symbols of order m on M. Thus if a symbol 
on M is in Ij/“(E), its restriction to MO is of order m in the sense of Getzler 
[6]. This essentially means that one assigns degree 1 to Clifford multiplica- 
tion by a vector tangent to N and degree 2 to the Clifford multiplication by 
a normal vector in the direction of (0, co). 
With this choice of symbols of order m, we denote by Y”(E) the space 
of Cl-linear pseudodifferential operators on the bundle S@ E. Then the 
calculus of such operators is established as usual. Here we also note that 
the space of smoothing operators is not changed. It is Y-“(E). 
We define the scaling operation according to the filtration of I+$“(,!?) to
obtain a family of symbols. Thus for any t > 0, and 
p=p’Oo A e, p’ E 9’” 0 End(E), w E Q’(N), 
we define 
and for 
q=q’@o q’ E 9’” @ End(E), w E Qj( N), 
we define 
qt(x’, x0; <) = t’q’(x’, tx,; tg @CD. 
This extends to define the scaling operator on $“(E). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let p(t) E yP(E) be a family of symbols. Then p(t) is 
said to be asymptotic if Vt > 0, 
P(t),+ Iv c +h> 
0 
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where pRc timek(E) and the notation “m” means that as t L Of, 
p(t),-, = f tkpk+ tN++,bN+‘(E), QN. 
0 
The leading term above, p. E e”‘(E), is called the asymptotic symbol of the 
family p(r). A family of operators P(t) E !P(E) is said to be asymptotic if 
there is an asymptotic p(t) E e”(E) with 
P(t)=Op(p(t))+O(tN!rN(E)) QNas t L 0. 
It can be shown that if p E #“(E), with 
PNf Pjv pj’ J/“-‘(E) 
0 
with pj homogeneous of degree m - j with respect to the filtration of 
$“(E), then we have 
(t”p)t-l N f t’p,. 
0 
Thus t”p is asymptotic with asymptotic symbol po. The heart of this 
asymptotic symbolic calculus is the composition formula found by Getzler 
(cf. [6, lo]). More precisely, we have the following 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p(t) E t+F(E), q(t) E f”*(E) be asymptotic families 
with asymptotic symbols p. and qo. Then p(t) 0 q(t) is again asymptotic and 
(P(t)“q(t))r-I= f t'cj(P> 419 (4.2) 
j-0 
where the leading term is the asymptotic symbol of p(t) 0 q(t) given by 
co(pl Y p&x, C) = e- (‘/4)R(J’JS,J’Jq)p,(x, CJ) A p2(x, q) le=s, 
Thus the space of asymptotic symbols (operators) forms an algebra 
under symbol (operator) composition. Let p(t) E $“(E) be asymptotic with 
asymptotic symbol po. Then p(t) is said to be asymptotically elliptic if there 
exists an asymptotic q(t) E Ifi-” such that QN, we have 
(p(t) O q(t))+ - 1 and (q(t) 0 p(t)),-1 - 1 E tNJl -N(E). 
Note that asymptotic ellipticity implies global ellipticity but the converse is 
not true. For example, tL is gobally elliptic but not asymptotically elliptic, 
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where L is the perturbed Dirac operator. In fact, asymptotic ellipticity of 
p(t) implies that the asymptotic symbol p0 is globally elliptic and the 
parametrix q(t) of p(t) is necessarily asymptotic with asymptotic symbol 
determined by pO. 
Let P(t) E Y’“(E) be asymptotically elliptic, m > 0, and H = L2(S@ E). 
Assume that P(t) defines a self-adjoint (unbounded) operator on H. Then 
if f~ YO, the space of rapidly decreasing functions on R admitting a 
holomorphic extension to a domain containing R, then the operator 
f(P(t)) can be defined via the spectral theorem. It is also not hard to see 
that f(Z’( t)) E Y - “(E) for all t > 0. Furthermore, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let P be a globally elliptic self-adjoint differential 
operator of order 2m on M such that P(t) = t2n’ is asymptotically elliptic. 
Then the operator f(P( t)) is asymptotic for any f E Yo. 
Proof: Let p be the symbol of P. Then the symbol of P(t) is obviously 
p(t) = t2”‘p and p(t) is asymptotically elliptic by assumption. Thus there 
exists an asymptotic q(t)cIC/-2m(E) with asymptotic symbol qO such that 
(p(t)oq(t)),+ = (q(t)“P(t))t-I= 1 (mod t”$- “(E)). 
From the composition formula, we have qO = L ~ ‘( l), where L is the 
differential operator determined by L( .) = c,(p,, .) and 1 is the constant 
function. Now we look for r(A) E II/-“(E) such that z for arbitrarily chosen 
N > 0, we have 
1. For any 1 in the resolvent set of L, 
(A-p)or(A)=r(A)o(A-p)=l (mod $ P’N+“(E)). 
2. r(A) =C;zt rj(A) and the r,(A) are symbols in IJ-“‘~‘(E) with 
rj(t2mA)t= t-(i+2m’~i(A). 
Then the composition formula gives a system of equations for the symbols 
r,(A) which can be solved inductively; in particular, 
r,(l)= (A.-L)-’ (1). 
Now the family 
r(t, A) = t-2mr(t-2mA) 
is asymptotic and serves as the resolvent of p(t): 
(A-p(t))or(t,A)=l (mod tN+ ‘I+$ -(N+ ‘j(E)). 
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Denote the resolvent of P(t) by R(t, A). Then we have 
R(t, 1) = Op(r(t, 2)) (mod t ~+lyPw+I)(~)). 
Let f~ YO. Then we have 
(mod t N+ly-(N+I)(E)) 
= & j f(l) Wr(t, A)) d2 (mod tN+“ly-(N+ ‘j(E)). r 
Since Op(r(t, A)) is asymptotic, it follows from the Cauchy integral 
formula above that the operator f(P(t)) is asymptotic also. 
COROLLARY 4.4. With the notations as above, the asymptotic symbol of 
f(P(t)) is given by the formula co = f(L)(l). 
ProoJ: From the proof of the above proposition, we see that the 
asymptotic symbol of f(P(t)) is given by 
Remark. As one sees from above, the computation of the asymptotic 
symbol for f(P(t)) involves inverting another differential operator L which 
is not easy in general. We will see later that for the square of the perturbed 
Dirac operators, the operator L is the harmonic oscillator. 
Let P(t) E Y-“‘(E) be asymptotic with m large enough. Then P(t) defines 
a family of trace class C,-linear operators on H. Thus the supertraces of 
these operators are defined as the tensor product of the trace on L*(d @ E) 
and the graded trace on C1 since we have 
The next lemma computes the limit of this supertrace in terms of the 
asymptotic symbol p,, of P(t) as t L 0. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let P(t) E Y ~ (2n+ 3+EJ( E) be asvmptotic with asymptotic 
symbol pO and H be as above; then we have 
1 
TrJP(t)) = (2n)2(2n+ 1) I tr, p,-Jx’, x,; 5) d< dx’ dxO + O(t) vt > 0, TM 
where TM is oriented by the Liouville measure. 
Proof Since P(t) E Y - (2n+ 3+E)(E), we see that the distributional 
kernels of the operators P(t) are continuous and integrable to ensure 
that VN 1 Tr.JP(t)) = (2n)2’2”+ I) s tr, p(t)(x’, x0; 5) d< dx’ dx, + o(tN) as t L 0. TM 
By splitting A4 into MO and N x [0, co ), we can concentrate on N x [0, 00 ). 
But now we have, Vt > 0, 
tr,(p(t)(x’, x0; 5))= t2n+2 tr,(p(t),-4x’, txo; tif)) 
= t 2n+2 tr,(po(x’, lx,; t5)) 
+t *“+’ C ti tr,(p,(x’, tx,; t<)). 
j>0 
Changing the variables of integration now gives the result. 
4.2. THE INDICES FOR PERTURBED DIRAC OPERATORS 
Let MO (hence M) be odd dimensional spin and b, the Dirac operator 
acting on the bundle of spinors A @ E with coefficients in E. The following 
operator is called a perturbed Dirac operator (with coefficients in E and 
potential U): 
L=p).+ix,p(x,) U: AQE-+A@E. 
Here UET(N; End(E(,, (oj)) such that 
(4.3) 
U(x’) = u(x’)*, U(x’) u(x’)* = 1, 
and PECF((--E, co)) such that O<p(s)< 1 and p(s)= 1 for SE [0, co). 
The function p .plays a very minor role. It only helps to make the coef- 
ficients of the operator L smooth. 
Note that the operator L E Op Y’(A 0 E) is globally elliptic while the 
Dirac operators themselves are not globally elliptic. In a sense, the role the 
played by the Dirac operators on manifolds without boundary is played by 
the perturbed Dirac operators on the manifold M to study the indices on 
the manifold MO. 
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Now we proceed to compute the analytic indices using the higher version 
of the McKean-Singer formula. Thus let cp E Z:,(M); we want to compute 
IndcG1(L) = & r(cp)( W’(tL), . . . . IV’(tL)). 
As was pointed out in [S], it suffices to compute this limit for the 
“elementary tensors” 
d=foaflo . . . of24, fhd. 
It is easily checked that 
I(& L) = ,“f”o z(qi)( W’(tL), . ..) W’(tL)) 
=fi_moTr(W’(t~)fo[W’(tL),fl]~~~[W’(~L),fzq]), 
where the operator under Tr( .) is smooting and hence of trace class. 
Recall that the algebra C, can be represented in matrix notation as the 
algebra of 2 x 2 matrices generated by the matrix 
0 1 
&= 1 0’ ( ) 
With this representation, to the operator above, one associates a 
C,-linear operator P as follows: 
P= 
( 
ipxoU PE 
BE > ipx,U ’ 
Then the asymptotic calculus developed above can be applied to the 
operator P to compute the higher indices. Note that 
where DE= ( iE e) is the Cl-linear operator associated to B,. 
One can now follow the same procedure to define the higher analytic 
indices Indcol( .) for C,-linear elliptic operators (symbols), 
Indr+,: KK”(y@C,, C,)-+ C, 
where f is the algebra of continuous functions on TM vanishing outside 
of BQ, and the higher MacKean-Singer formula continues to hold. Under 
the identification 
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it is easily seen that these indices using C,-linear operators coincide with 
the previously defined indices. In particular, we have 
Indr@,(L) = Indrp,(P). 
Now because of the Z,-graded structure for C,-linear operators, the graded 
trace Tr,S( .) can be used in the computation of Indr,,(P). 
Let w(s) denote the function defined below: 
1 
lpe-.< l/2 ( ) if s > 0, w(s) = s 
1 if s = 0. 
Then the operator w( -r’P*P) can be defined via the holomorphic 
functional calculus since P*P is globally elliptic. Putting 
w;(p*p) = ,-r+*p + e-wm2P*Pw( _ tZp*p) tp*, 
we have 
I(& L) = 2 liio Tr,( W:(P*P)fO[ W:(P*P), f'] . . . [ W;(P*P), f*"]). (4.4) 
The constant 2 above indicates that there is another identical contribution 
coming from the term by replacing P by P*. 
Now we are ready to apply the asymptotic symbolic calculus developed 
to compute the higher indices following the path set in [S]. First, note that 
the operators appearing in the right hand side of (4.4) are all smoothing 
and hence have their kernels in the Schwartz space. Thus the traces can be 
computed by the integrals of the pointwise traces of the kernels or the 
integral of the pointwise traces of their asymptotic symbols on the 
cotangent bundle T*M if one can show that the operators are asymptotic. 
By splitting the integrals into two parts, one on MO and one on N x [0, cc), 
the contribution from the ikl, piece can be seen to be zero by a method 
almost identical to [S] except for the odd dimension. Thus we can concen- 
trate on the piece N x [IO, co). Let U(X) = e- “2”w(~~) for x > 0 and denote 
by PO the operator 
0 
a 
P,= 
coax, 
i i 
a and P,=P-PO. 
e"ig 
0 
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Then the following notations will be used to simplify the computations: 
A = u(t*P*P) tP, A’= u(t*P*P) t[P,f’] 
c = u(t*P*P) tP, c’= [24(t’P*P), j-q tP, 
B’= [u(t’P*P), f’] tP,. 
We have Z(4, L) = 2 lim, -0 Tr,(n (t)), where 
Before applying the trace formula for asymptotic operators, care must be 
taken concerning the terms involving at least one of the CPs or C since 
they are not asymptotic. But we claim that these terms do not contribute 
to lim I--to Tr,(n (t)). In order to show this, we observe that 
lIPo,fjl=O and [tPo, t*P*P] = t3(2xoeo + ie, &I). 
From this one sees that the commutators of any of the C’s with the rest of 
the factors are asymptotic and the commutators of the C’s and Bps are 
asymptotic with asymptotic symbols 0. Now if a term contains at least two 
of the C-factors, one can bring two of the e,-factors next to each other and 
lowering the degree of the operator to obtain a asymptotic operator with 
0 asymptotic symbol. Hence they do not contribute. The same argument 
shows that terms of the form 
are cancelled out by the terms of the form 
Tr,(. . . C-‘. . .Bk. ..). 
Then arguments imilar to that of [S] shows that the remaining terms that 
can possibly contribute to I(& L) are the following: 
1. T=e-‘2p’PfoA1 . ..A*q. 
2. Tj=e-‘2p’pfoA1 . ..Aj-‘BjAj+’ . ..A*‘T. 
3. Zj= -AfOA’.. .Aj-1[e-f2p*p,fj] Ai+‘. . .A29. 
4. uj=e-t2p*pfoA1 . . .Aj-lCjAj+l . ..A*q. 
5. Vi= -CfOAl ...Aj-1[e-t2p*P,fj] Aj+l . ..A2q. 
We remark that T, Tj, and Zj are all asymptotic while Uj and Vj are not 
asymptotic. We show later that Uj and Vi do not contribute to the super- 
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trace. Thus we can apply Lemma 4.5 to compute the contributions from the 
asymptotic terms. The details are very similar to that of [S]. For example, 
the contributions from the operator T is computed as follows: 
One first compute the asymptotic symbol of T, 
cot T) = o,(e -(2p*p) * f*ao(u(t2P*P)) * df’ * ‘. a*(u(?P*P)) * &‘” 
= ao(e -r2p’p~(t2P*P)2q A f. df' A . A df*q. 
Using the relation 
2 
= 
s s 
2 
. . . e-(1 +SI+ ... +.Qb ds, . . , ds, 
I 1 
and the fact that (see Proposition 4.3) 
50(e -sp*p)(x, 5) = eCsy( 1)(x, 0, 
where the operator 2’ is defined by 
2’ = XR,s, + \&,I’ +x; + id(x,U) ci + R” 
with H being the harmonic oscillator 
X&=]5j*-(sR A sR) , 
we obtain that, by setting s = 1 f s1 + . . . + s,, 
oo(e ~ffprp~(t2P*P)2q)(~, 5) = J*. . .I2 ees9(1 )(,y, r) ds, . . ds,. 
I I 
Now one uses Mehler’s formula (cf. [S]) to integrate the < variables, 
s 5de -““pu(t2P*P))(x, 4) dt 
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Applying the supertrace, which amounts to multiplying by a factor 2”/i”+ ’ 
and taking the top component of the symbol, 
lim Tr,(T(t))= -(27c)-(*“+r) 
r-0 s tr,(o,(T)(x, 5)) & A dx 
2”Jh 2 
J J 
2 2n+l 1/* =- 
jn+1(271)2n+l 1 ‘.. , ‘-2 
xf”df’ . * .df2q A tr,(e- sREe-s(~~+j~~Ucr+i~~d(/cr)) dx ds, . . ’ ds, 
=iB,jNdet (sinh:$2)1’2 A tr,(emREr\ ePududU) 
2(271i)n 
A f”df’ A ... A df2”, 
where the x0 integral is evaluated by 
J om Ue- 
hi + ixodua) dxo - J;; --siJdUdU 1,2 e 
S 
and the constant 
p,= J12-- J,2 ( l+s,+ ... +sq)-qds,-..dsq. 
The signs change in the first line above is caused by the change of the 
orientations: from the Liouville measure to the volume form d[ A dx (note 
that M is odd dimensional). 
The computations of the terms from Tj and Zj is again similar to that 
of [S] and gives 
lim Tr,(T,(t)) = -& ?jq(2rci))” J
r-0 N 
det ( sinh!‘&2)1’2 
A tr,(CRE A e-Ud”dU) A f”df’ A .-. A df2q 
f-+0 
lim Tr,(Z,(t)) = -%- J ( 2(274” N det sinh f$2) “* 
A trE(eeRE A eCUdUd”) A f”df’ A ... A df2q, 
where the constants a,, 6, are defined as in [S]. 
Now we show that the contributions from the Uj’s and the Vi’s are zero. 
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Note that, since Tr,( .) vanishes on supercommutators and even operators. 
TrsWji) =T~,(QPoQI 1 Q, Q, asymptotic 
= Tr,( QeVPO Qy ) + Tr,( QoddP, Qydd) 
= Tr,(P, QyQev) + Tr,( P, QpddQodd) 
=TW’oQIQ>=Trs(Ql Qpo). 
Let K(x,, x’; x0, x’) be the kernel of the operator 
te,e -t*p*pfoAl ...AJ-‘[e-‘2p”p,fJ] ,4’+‘..,,4%. 
Then we have 
Tr,(urJ=~~ tr, 
Nx C0.m) 
-$ K(xo, x’; x0, x’) dx, dx’ 
0 > 
1 =- 
I 2N 
tr,,(K(O, x’; 0, x’)) dx’. 
Now one can use the asymptotic calculus in a way similar to the proof of 
Lemma 4.5 to show that 
lim tr,(K(O, x’; 0, x’)) = 
1 
t-0 (27g2” + ’ I 
frs(~O(O, x’; to, t’)) d5, dt’ 7&M 
where cro is the asymptotic symbol of 
t2eoe --t2prPf0A1 . . . [ef*p*p, f/] . . . A%, 
Thus we have 
lim tr,(K(O, x’; 0, x’)) 
r-0 
2” = s2dsl .-~,*ds,jf”@-’ . ..df’-’ jn+1(271)2”+1  
in+ 1(2n)2”+ ’
f”df’...d~...df2qIdsJ^ (df-‘, r) * emsYdt 
= 0. 
Similar arguments show that the terms V, do not contribute to the super- 
trace either. 
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Combining the previous computations, we obtain 
PROFQSITION 4.6. Let L be a perturbed Dirac operator with coefficients 
in E and potential U on an odd dimensional spin man&old M obtained from 
the manifold A4,, with boundary N by attaching a cylinder. f ', . . . . f 2qtz 
d c Cm(Mo). Then 
1 q! ” 
I(4,L)=~(2q)! N4N)AtrE@ s 
- RE/2ni A e - UdUdU/Zni) /\ f 0 df 1 . . . df ?.q, 
where the a polynomial of the curvature of N is defined by 
From the general argument in K-theory (see [S, lo]), the proposition 
above implies the general “localized” higher index theorem 
THEOREM 4.1. Let MO be a manifold with boundary and M be obtained 
from MO by attaching a cylinder along the boundary. For [a] E 
K”( TM, TM\Q) and [@I E R2q(Mo), we have 
1 
Indm@J) = @$9 (Zq)! .-m-2!- (ch(Col) ~W)C@l1[TM, (45) 
where Y(M) = Todd( TMQ C) is the index class of M. 
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